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Artistic directors
Myriam Allard and Hedi Graja

Flamenco’s other shore



THE COMPANY | La Otra Orilla
La Otra Orilla (The Other Shore) is an artistic production company founded by Québec dancer and 
choreographer Myriam Allard and Franco-Tunisian singer and stage director Hedi Graja. The company 
develops pieces that involve a sensory dialogue between multiple languages, drawing on flamenco roots 
to create hybrid performances that reinterpret and transform the art form through a multitude of cultural 
and artistic influences.

• • •

1976. Hedi Graja was born in Tunis. Myriam Allard was born in Québec City. Hedi Graja is a pluridisciplinary 
artist with a rich background: literature, cinema, dance, theatre, set design, song. Myriam Allard dances 
furiously. Both are indomitable. They come into contact with flamenco, then come together in Seville 
in 1998. What follows is a loss of bearings as dizzying as it is welcome. Through the shock of cultures, 
upheavals, uprootings, they dove into this art without compromise.

2006. In Montréal, the duo founds La Otra Orilla. A fertile field of movement and words. A place to speak 
as one voice. The company is atypical. Its creations, transdisciplinary. Its understanding of flamenco is 
liberated. The two artists invest themselves in creating a singular language, based on an approach to 
choreography and stage craft that’s free, straddling dance, music, theatre, video, poetry...

Building bridges, resonating with the other, surrendering yourself, revealing yourself in a multitude of 
languages. Meeting, recognizing yourself—or not—pushing your limits, opening horizons, avoiding blind 
spots. This is what’s driven their approach since 2006.

• • •

La Otra Orilla’s hallmark style resonates with audiences of all kinds. Its productions are performed a variety 
of different venues, from alternative spaces to major festivals, from New York to Inuvik. The company 
tours widely in Québec and throughout Canada, as well as internationally—notably in the US, Scotland 
and Colombia.

La Otra Orilla
137 Saint-Ferdinand Street, #227, Montréal, Québec, Canada H4C 2S6 | info@laotraorilla.net
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MYRIAM ALLARD
Born in Québec City to a Franco-Manitoban father and Greco-British mother, Myriam Allard grew up in a 
household where music, dance and openness towards others were part of everyday life. Her discovery of 
flamenco was like an earthquake—in 1996 she left her native land for Spain, where she trained under masters 
of the art for, dividing her time between Seville and Madrid. Her professional debut took place on the well-
trodden boards of Spain’s traditional tablaos, including those of Las Brujas in Spain and Mari Paz Lucena in 
Japan. She then danced for the great choreographer Israel Galvan (Spain) and collaborated with Stéphanie 
Fuster, Cristo Cortès and Mathias Barchadsky (France), to name but a few. Brimming with her experiences 
overseas, she returned to Montréal in 2006 and founded La Otra Orilla with Hedi Graja. Over the years, 
Myriam Allard has become a true reference in the field of flamenco in Canada. At once a choreographer, 
performer, artistic director, mentor, collaborator and teacher, her generosity in sharing her vision of the 
world knows no bounds, in a quest to always seek out more light. For Myriam Allard, the body knows all. It’s 
manifold, and it dances. Encountering the Other, whether overwhelming or infused with memory, allows us 
to define ourselves. It puts us face to face with our own identity and opens horizons.

This relation to the other is central to her approach. It enters into her work through, notably, the strong 
presence, breathing and physicality of the musicians on stage Bodies and sounds meld, whether they are raw 
and primal or simply express the essential. Always lying in wait, sometimes in the background, occasionally 
as the protagonist, the flamenco corpus is the foundation of her work. She is anchored by it. Sound-based 
choreography, made of tensions and suspensions. DEBORDEMENTS echoes this approach.
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HEDI GRAJA
Multidisciplinary artist Hedi Graja was born with one foot on each shore of the Mediterranean, which 
crucially influenced his artistic identity. Initiated into theatre in Paris, then classical singing in Toulouse, he 
was eventually introduced to flamenco, which would have a pivotal effect. He left for Seville to learn more 
and flamenco singing became his preferred expressive medium. After spending four years in Andalusia, 
he completed his studies in art and literature in Paris, where he also continued studying flamenco singing 
and collaborated as an actor with the theatre company Le Théâtre du Voyageur. Since 2006, he’s been 
developing La Otra Orilla’s visual signature, taking charge of stage direction and design for all their 
productions. With a strong, fiery bass-baritone voice, rare in flamenco, Hedi Graja’s singing displays the 
elements of a deep flamenco, anchored and timeless. 

For Hedi Graja, “It’s vital to play with shapes, bodies, sounds, words, accidents, rhythm, and to allow the 
intention to be born from this grand dance of elements—to pass through childhood to discover, compose 
and theatrically develop the shape of a discourse whose methods don’t obey any internal logic.” This 
process guides his work. For him, each piece is an opportunity to cast a renewed look at the world.
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DEBORDEMENTS
The latest piece from La Otra Orilla, DEBORDEMENTS, is a choreographic and sound-based work at the 
crossroads of the language of flamenco and punk philosophy. Created by Myriam Allard and Hedi Graja 
in collaboration with the composer and performer Jonathan Parant on electric guitar and on stage, this 
new work sees the trio deliver a striking performance in which dance, music, the space, light and actions 
are revisited by multiple derivatives. An urban production, it’s rooted in a cry, a common desire to speak, 
a never-say-die vision of life. 

On stage Myriam Allard, Hedi Graja, Jonathan Parant | Choreography Myriam Allard | Stage direction Hedi Graja 
Music Jonathan Parant | Lighting Etienne Boucher | Costumes Elen Ewing | Rehearsal director Hélène Messier

Artistic collaborator Juan Carlos Lerida | Production director Jacinthe Nepveu

Partners Salle Pauline-Julien (Sainte-Geneviève, Canada) | Quai5160 (Montréal, Canada) 
Diffusion Hector-Charland (Repentigny, Canada) | La Fabrica Flamenca (Toulouse, France)
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Rejecting diktats. Demanding freedom of thought, freedom of movement, the right to exist differently.

Deconstructing, questioning, blurring contexts to see what develops. Seeking the fall, finding the ascent, 
listening to the impulse. We’re thirsty for dialogues, and the premise of this new piece emerges from the 
mingling of flamenco and punk languages, where instinct and a certain kind of counterculture are pure 
essences. Flamenco is an all-encompassing art. Raw. Visceral. It’s an art of exertion and excess. It brings 
you to the present moment—the here and now. It’s a deep and powerful art. “An attitude towards life and 
an individual and collective exercise in resistance.” It is necessary, universal and timeless.

In parallel, punk philosophy has a primitive quality. Punk isn’t refined—it’s raw. It subverts norms, rejects 
the establishment, plays with derision, and judges any ostentatious sign of virtue as superfluous. The two 
forms connect with an engaged, active public who react with their voice or body to what’s happening on 
stage (think of jaleo or pogoing).

DEBORDEMENTS
A word from the artistic directors
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Punk music and flamenco blend with tonal and spatial research—sometimes illuminating, sometimes 
obscuring the alterations of voice and body magnified with an architecture of microphones and artificial 
stands manipulated in real time. Interactive micro-scenes with sound sensors amplify and transform the 
dance steps. And with each step, the ground becomes a more visible space. With each sound, the body 
becomes more tangible.

Sound research
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JONATHAN PARANT
Jonathan Parant is an experimental rock musician. He’s a founding member of three bands: Fly Pan Am, 
K.A.N.T.N.A.G.A.N.O. and Feu Thérèse. He’s taken part in performances for many years, both as a solo 
artist and as part of a collective. He now creates under the name Actors Artificial. Using this pseudonym, he 
orchestrates dark musical connections, a kind of dramatic audio and visual sagas. In this context, he offers 
poetic justice to banal images, familiar rituals and insignificant actions, transposed into a performative 
environment where the artists’ bodies become vehicles. With his friend Alexandre St-Onge, he created 
the sound design for Moi qui me parle à moi-même dans le futur and Trieste from author, stage director 
and actress Marie Brassard (Québec); on his own, he did the sound design for La vie utile from actress and 
dramatist Évelyne de la Chenelière (Québec), staged by Marie Brassard, for Une conjuration at Nouveau 
Théâtre Expérimental (Montréal), for the in situ piece the place In between and DEBORDEMENTS (2023) 
from Montréal dance company La Otra Orilla. Since 2009, he’s part of the collective K.A.N.T.N.A.G.A.N.O., 
a multimedia project of which he is a founding member, along with Alexandre St-Onge and Alexander 
Wilson, where music, images, videos and lights are improvised and revisited through multiple derivatives: 
programs, computers, midi interfaces, etc.



MAGNETIKAE | creation 2019
34 performances in Quebec, British Columbia, Alberta and Newfoundland / CANADA (2019)

Rite | creation 2018
28 performances in Quebec, Ontario, British Columbia and the Northwest Territories /  
CANADA (2018-2022))

Moi&lesAutres | creation 2015
25 performances in Quebec, British Columbia / CANADA, USA, SCOTLAND (2015-2016)

the place in between | creation 2016
24 performances in Ontario and Quebec / CANADA (2016-2022)

Corpus-Morceaux choisis | creation 2016
3 performances in Quebec / CANADA (2016)

Unplugged | creation 2014
22 performances in Quebec, Ontario and New Brunswick / CANADA (2014-2017)

HomoBLABLAtus | creation 2013
18 performances in Quebec and Ontario / CANADA (2013)

El12 | creation 2010
More than 50 performances in Quebec and Ontario / CANADA, USA, COLUMBIA (2010-2013)

Cercania | creation 2009
28 performances in Quebec and Ontario / CANADA (2009-2015)

TOURING HISTORY OF LA OTRA ORILLA



“The whirlwind of life […] installed as a barrier against the implacable force of cold. Two strongly opposed 
poles that the magnetism of the performance unifies and transforms. It’s a risky gamble, but it pays off. The 
emotion is palpable and the images created are striking.”  REVUE JEU

“La Otra Orilla is truly at the forefront of contemporary flamenco. [...] This new work enlists the rich contrasts 
between winter and flamenco to compose a saga of distant places, foreignness and exile. It constructs a world where 
vigorous dance, naturally infused with warmth, collides with an imaginary land of ice, in a fusion deftly enhanced by 
the music, sets, lighting and costumes.” MONTREAL THEATRE HUB

« To Hedi Graja’s gorgeous, elegiac voice... Allard is larger than life on stage. » GLOBE AND MAlL

“Moi&lesautres seduces and captivates. The energy of this reinvented, unique style of flamenco moves you.” 
HUFFlNGTON POST

“With HomoBLABLAtus, La Otra Orilla has surpassed itself. We already loved its verve and the way the founders and 
their collaborators freely experimented with the grammar of flamenco. In this new work, their mastery is enriched 
by frank audacity.” LA PRESSE

“This show became an instant favourite: HomoBLABLAtus is a major work of reinvented flamenco. Hats off to La 
Otra Orilla!” RADlO–CANADA

“With this magical, intelligent, iconoclastic show, La Otra Orilla clearly demonstrates it’s part of flamenco’s 
reforming movement (...)” LA PRESSE

“The unique mechanics imagined by Myriam Allard and Hedi Graja immediately seized us all. Our feet 
only touched the ground again 70 minutes later, transported and transformed.” LE SOLElL

“Allard’s onstage presence is that of an independent thinker thrillingly engaged with the music and the 
movement, creating her own unique expression. Allard seems to push herself to the limit, genuinely 
engaging with the moment, as if this performance, now, might take her over the edge—and if she  
had jumped, we’d have followed, judging from the explosion from the audience when it was over.”  
THE DANCE CURRENT

www.laotraorilla.net
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